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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF STEAM GENERATOR INTERNALS FOLLOWING
FEED WATER/MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK : DLF APPROACH

Vivek Bhasin, H.S. Kushwaha, S.C. Mahajan and A. Kakodkar
Reactor Engineering Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trosibay, Bosbay - 400 085

1.0 INTRODUCTION t
In order to evaluate the possible release of radioactivity
in extreme events, some postulated accidents are analysed and
studied during the design stage of Steam Generator iSG). Among
the various accidents postulated, the most important are
Feed
Water Line Break <FWLB) and Main Steam Line Break <M8LB>. In both
these events there would be rapid depreasurization of SG vessel.
Consequently, SG internal assemblies would experience rapidly
time varying pressure and/or drag forces (pressure here implies
the net pressure or pressure difference across the component of
an assembly). In certain cases the maximum pressure seen by the
component
is significantly higher than in case of normal
operating condition. Hence, evaluation of structural integrity of
internal assemblies becomes essential to preclude the dual
failure. FWLB and MSLB were assumed not to occur simultaneously.
The radioactivity release can be due to failure of U-tubes
carrying primary coolant (D O ) . These U-tubes can fail directly
due to transient forces caused by FWLB/MSLB. It is also possible
that after FWLB/MSLB the collapse or excessive deformation of
other internals, may cause damage to U-tubes. Consider for
example flow distribution plate and primary U-tubes. U-tubes pass
through the perforations in flow distribution
plate.
The
difference in magnitude of U-tube outer diameter and flow
distribution plate perforation diameter is very less.
Any
excessive deformation may lead to additional load on U-tube.
Another aim was to check the structural integrity of the
assemblies, as such.
This report concerns with dynamic structural analysis of SG
internals following FWLB/MSLB.
The analysis was done
for
pressure/drag" force-time histories during FWLB/MSLB. The time
histories considered were corresponding to the
conditions,
leading to the accident of maximum potential.
It was decided to use two approaches of structural dynamics
to analyse the SG internals subjected to given pressure/drag
force transients. In first approach simplified DLF method was
adopted. The upper bound estimate of dynamic deflection and
stresses was made by multiplying the static response by peak DLF
value. Obviously, this approach will lead to very conservative
estimate of the deflection and stresses. In the second approach

time-history
analysis by Mode Superposition Techni^^i
was
adopted. This approach will yield more realistic results but is
time consuming. For both these techniques Finite Element Method
(FEM) was used and the internals were modelled using plate/shell
and beam or pipe elements.
In the present report, analysis procedure and results
pretaining to only first approach i.e. DLF method, are discussed.
Finally, for all these components the structural integrity
assessment was based on, ASME Sec III NB B&PV Code, [11, criteria
(i.e. for class 1 nuclear components). This is so because, the SG
is designed and to be constructed and inspected as per ASME Sec
III NB, [1]. In addition to that it was also checked that the
deformation of an internal component should not interfere with
that of other internal. Otherwise, dynamic response of one
component may act as load on other components. In that case this
situation should also be included in the analysis to arrive at
realistic deflections and stresses. It should also be noted that
FWLB/MSLB are classified as Level D service loads in the design
specifications. In case FWLB/MSLB are assumed to act along with
any other event/events, classified as Level D service loads (in
design specifications), then stresses due to all these events
must be combined appropriately. Structural qualification should
be done corresponding to these combined stresses.
As

per

the

above

discussed criterid

for .issurnuj

the*

structural integrity, all the components have been found to be
safe, during the FWLB or MSLB transients. In all the components
except flow distribution plate, the stresses (based on elastic
stress analysis) are well within the allowable limits. In case of
flow distribution plate, during MSLB transient, the stress values
based on elastic stress analysis failed to meet the criteria of
ASME Sec III NB, [11. Hence,in this case limit analysis based on
elastic-perfectly plastic material, was done to demonstrate its
structural integrity during the MSLB event. ASME Sec III Appendix
F (which gives the rules for qualifying the components subjected
to the loads classified as Level D service loads in design
specifications) gives the provisions for limit analysis, in case
components fail to meet the stress limits based on elastic stress
analysis. These results would be discussed in later part of this
report (see art. 9.0). Possibility of interference of one;
component with another, due to excessive deformation, is ruled
out during FWLB/MSLB event. It was also concluded that components
in which compressive stresses are induced, will not buckle during
the FWLB or MSLB transients.

2.0 STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL DETAILS OF STEAM GENERATOR :
The Primary Heat Transport (PHT) circuit of 500 MWe
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) has four Steam Generators
(SG'a). Together they supply saturated steam at the rate of 3.096
H06 Kg/hr. The heat for the SG is provided by a total flow of
approximately 2.9E07 Kg/hr of primary coolant (D^O in this case)
entering the SG at 304°C and leaving at 260°C.
Each SG is vertical in configuration and consists of 2489
single integral U-tubes. It has steam drum containing the
steam (or moisture) separators and steam driers,
fig. 1.
Recirculation takes place inside an inner annulus provided
between the outer shell (i.e. SG main vessel) and inner shell of
the SG (i.e. shroud vessel). The primary fluid flows through the
U-tubes and steam is generated on the outer surfaces of the
tubes. Feed water enters the SG through a feed water ring header
located above the top of the tube bundle, fig. 1. The feed water
mixes with the recirculating water and flows downwards through an
annulus between the shroud and the shell and enters the tube
bundle radially at the tube sheet. The flow continues upwards
through the tube bundle where a portion of water is converted
into steam and the remaining portion is recirculated downwards,
fig.l. The four SG's are arranged in two loops each containing
two SG's.

3.0 DESIGN CONDITIONS :
SG's are designed and are to be constructed, inspected and
tested to meet the requirements of the ASME Sec III NB i.e., f©r
Class 1 components, [41.
3.1 Design Pressure and Temperature, [4] :
Steam Side Pressure = 70.0 Kg(f)/sq.cm
(for SG main vessel)

(gauge)

Steam Side Temperature = 323 ° C
Primary Side Pressure = 120.0 Kg(f)/sq.cm (gauge)
(for SG U-tubes)
Primary Side Temperature = 323 ° C

4.0 MATERIAL OF CONSTRUCTION :
This article gives the details of materials used for the
construction of SG internals components. Material properties such
as yield strength, ultimate strength and design stress intensity
used, are also tabulated.
It is important to note that most of the
material
specifications given in KWt Design Reports, [23, are as per DIN
(German Code) standards, [31. Their nearest ASME Sec III, II],*
equivalents are also given. In many cases it is seen that design
stress intensity (Sm) values used for design is less than those
given in ASME code. Hence, in this report also, stress limits aro
compared based on Sm values as used in KWU Design Reports, although the corresponding ASME values are slightly on higher side.
Table 1 gives the list of material used for each internal
component and their corresponding ASME specification. Table 2
gives the yield strength (Sy), ultimate strength (Su) and design
stress intensity (Sm), values (at room temperature and design
temperature) used for the design of SG, [21.

TABLE 1 : MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR SG INTERNALS, [2]
Component

Material
(as per DIN standardsused in Design Reports)

Material
(as per ASME standards)

Steam Separators

DIN 17440 - 1.4550 or
1.4541

SA-479 or SA-182
Type 347 or 321

Separator Deck
Plate

DIN 17155 - 15 Mo 3

SA-182, Fl

Shroud Vessel

DIN 17155 - 15 Mo 3

SA-182, Fl

Flow Distribution
Plate (FDP)

DIN 17440 - 1.4550

SA-479 or SA-182
Type 347 or 321

Note : Table 1 continued on next page

TABLE 1 : MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR SG INTERNALS, 121
(conti.)
Material
(as per DIN standardsused in Design Reports)

Component

Material
(as per ASME standards)

Steam Drier
Assembly

DIN 17155 - 15 Mo 3

SA-182, Fl

Feed Water Ring
Header Assembly

DIN 17155 - 15 Mo 3

SA-182, Fl

U-Tubes

similar to Incoloy 800

TABLE 2 : YIELD STRENGTH (Sy), ULTIMATE STRENGTH (Su> AND DESIGN
STRESS INTENSITY (Sm) values (in Kg(f)/sqcm) USED IN
KWU DESIGN REPORT, (21.
Material
R.T.

Sy
*

*
323°C

Su
R.T.

Sm
323°C

R.T.

323°C

DIN 174401.4550 or
1.4541

2039.0

1325 .0

5097.0

3415 .0

1359.0

1128 .0

DIN 1715515 Mo 3

2701.0

1906 .0

4485. 0

3812 .0

1495.0

1271 .0

Incoloy

3405.0

3007 .0

5800.0

5046 .0

1954.0

1870 .0

*

R.T. - properties at Room Temperature
323°C - properties at 323°C. This is the design temperature
of SG internal components, [4). While checking for stress
limits (see art. 8.1), values of Sy, Su and Sm will be used
at design temperature.

5.0

INTERNAL COMPONENTS OP SG ANALYSED :

Internal
components of SG modelled and analysed for
pressure and/or drag force transients during FWLB or MSLB, are
listed below. Fig. 1 shows the cut away view of SG along with the
relative locations of these components.
(a)

Shroud Vessel-Separator Deck Plate-Separator
fig. 1.

Assembly,

(i) shroud vessel - pressure transients
(ii) steam (moisture) separators - drag force
transients
(iii) separator deck plate - pressure transients
(iv) stiffener plate on the under side of
separator deck plate
(v) stiffener flats at the base of shroud vessel
(vi) bottom ring at the base of shroud vessel
(vii) throttle plate
(viii) connecting strips of steam (moisture)
separator
(b> Feed Water Ring Header Assembly, fig. 1.
(i) ring header - pressure and drag force
transients
(ii) feeder (conical &
cylindrical part)
(iii) 90 deg. elbow

- pressure and drag force
transients

- pressure and drag force
transients

(iv) 180 deg. return elbow - pressure and drag force
transients
(v) auxiliary feed water nozzlft.
(c) Steam Drier Assembly, fig. 1.
(i) bottom plate - pressure transients
(ii) perforated steam plate - pressure transients

(iii) top cylindrical attachment - pressure
transients
(iv) drier frame
(v) drain tubes
(vi) Btiffener plates on the under side of bottom
plate
(vii) gusset plate attachment
<d)

Flow Distribution Plate Assembly, fig. 1.
(i) flow distribution plate - pressure transients
(ii) tie rods

(e)

Primary U-tubes, fig. 1.
<i) V-14 U-tube - drag force transients
(ii) V-50 U-tube - drag force transients
(iii) V-72- U-tube - drag force transients

6.0 THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS :
The dynamic structural analysis of SG internals, following
FWLB/MSLB, was done for pressure/drag force-time
histories
corresponding to the conditions leading to the accident of
maximum potential. These conditions are, [5] :
(a) 100% feed water line break at 100% power - for FWLB
(b) 100% steam line break at hot stand by condition (0%
power) - for MSLB
The thermal hydraulic analysis corresponding to above
conditions was done by separate agency and analysis procedure is
available in ref. [6]. The pressure/drag force-time histories (in
graphical and digital form) obtained are also incorporated there.
The important assumptions and results of that analysis will be
discussed here. Ref. [6] states that modified CLAIR computer code
has
been
used for the thermal hydraulic
analysis.
The
modifications were done to suit the present problem.

6.1 Feed Water Line Break Analysis :
The FWLB transient was analysed upto 500 milliseconds.
It was observed that the pressure/drag force variation with time,
decays to a steady value within 500 millisecs in case of most of
the time histories. A 100% break was assumed in the horizontal
section of the feedwater pipe just outside the SG, fig. 1. The
steam flow rate in the steam line was kept at the steady state
value. The boundary conditions at the primary inlet and outlet
headers were also kept at the steady state values. This was
justified considering the short duration (0-500 millisecs) of
interest of the FWLB transient, [6].
6.2 Main Steam Line Break Analysis :
The MSLB transient was analysed upto 1000 millisecs. A 100%
break was assumed in the main steam line just outside the steam
dome, fig. 1. At the feed water inlet flow was varied linearly as
a function of time. The boundary conditions at the primary inlet
and outlet headers were kept at the steady state values. This was
justified considering the short duration (0-1000 millisecs) of
the MSLB transient.
In case of MSLB transient pressures at various locations
namely steam dome, drier assembly, shroud vessel etc., drop
initially as steam is discharged through the break. However, at
around 130 millisecs, vigorous flashing or vapour generation
occurs in almost all liquid regions in the secondary side of the
SG and this causes pressure recovery in all regions. The degree
of this pressure recovery varies depending on the presence of
vapour and volume of a particular region. Thus the pressure
recovery is modest in the steam dome, drier etc. Whereas, it is
more pronounced in the shroud vessel where no vapour pre-existed
prior to flashing. This pressure starts decreasing thereafter
upto about 820 millisecs then there is again a temporary increase
in break flow. However, the effects are considerably diminished
by the time it approachs 1000 millisecs, 16].
6.3 Res* ts of FWLB and MSLB Transients :
Results of both these transients (in digital and graphical
form) are available in ref. 16]. In the present report only
graphical results are included. Pressure/drag force-time history
curves corresponding to the components analysed are given in
figure no.'s listed in Table 3. For each time history tho
direction of pressure is also specified in the parenthesis. Table
4 gives the maximum value of pressure or drag force occuring in
the respective time histories. The sign of pressure or drag force
is in accordance with the direction specified in Table 3. Static
stress analysis of internal components listed in art. 5.0 was
done corresponding to these maximum values of pressure or drag
force, as will be discussed in art. 7.0 and art. 9.0.
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TABLE 3 : LIST OF FIGURE NO.'S OF PRESSURE/DRAG FORCE - TIME
HISTORIES CORRESPONDING TO INTERNAL COMPONENTS, [6]
Time History '
corresponding
to component

•
FWLB

Figure No.'s
MSLB

Pr. time history across top part
of the shroud vessel.
$
(Pannulus-Pshroud vessel)

fig.7

fig.9

Pr. time history across middle
part of the shroud vessel.
(Pannulus-Pshroud vessel)

fig.11

fig.13

Pr. time history across bottom
part of the shroud vessel.
(Pannulus-Pshroud vessel)

fig.15

fig.17

Pr. time history across the
separator deck plate.
(Pshroud vessel-Ptwo phase chamber)

fig.19

fig.21

Drag force time history along
steam (moisture) separators.

fig.23

fig.25

Pr. time history across feed
water ring header.
(Pring header-Pannulus)

fig.41

fig.43

Drag force time history on feed
water ring header due to flow
in annulus.

fig.45

fig.47

(Inner wall friction towards
steam dome)

Drag force time history on
fig.49
fig.51
vertical portion of feed water
feeder.
(drag force is towards steam dome)
* : pressure here implies net pressure or pressure difference
across the component.
$ : statements in parenthesis refer to the direction of pressure
or drag force in some cases.
Note : Table 3 continued on next page

TABLE 3 : LIST OF FIGURE NO.'S OF PRESSURE/DRAG FORCE - TIME
(conti.) HISTORIES CORRESPONDING TO INTERNAL COMPONENTS, [6]
Time History
corresponding
to component

FWLB

Figure No.'s
MSLB

Pr. time history across bottom
plate of steam drier assembly.
$
(Ptwo phase chamber-Pdrier)

fig.61

fig.63

Pr. time history across perforated
steam plate of steam drier c.ssembly.
(Pdrier-Psteam dome)

fig.65

fig.67

Pr. time history across top cylindrical attachment of steam
drier
assembly.
(Ptwo phase chamber-Psteam dome)

fig.69

fig.71

Pr. time history across flow
distribution plate.
< Pupstream-Pdownstream)

fig.79

fig.81

Drag force time history along
entire primary U-tube bundle,
(towards steam dome)

fig.91

fig.93

* : pressure here implies net pressure or pressure difference
across the component.
$ : statements in parenthesis refer to the direction of pressure
or drag force in some cases.
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TABLE 4 : MAXIMUM VALUE OF PRESSURE/FORCE IN THE TIME HISTORY
DURING FWLB/MSLB
FWLB

ITEM

MSLB

Shroud Vessel
(pressure transients)
Top Portion

2.18 Kg(f)/sq cm

-7.24 Kg(f)/sq cm

Middle Portion

1.96 Kg(f)/sq cm

-3.43 Kg(f)/sq cm

Bottom Portion

1.73 Kg(f)/sq cm

-2.18 kg<f)/sq cm

-0.37 Kg(f)/sq cm

7.08 Kg(f>/sq cm

Separator Deck Plate
(pressure transients)
Steam Separators
(drag force transients)
Feed Water Ring Header
(pressure transients)
Feed Water Ring Header
(drag force transients)
Vertical Portion of Feed
Water Feeder
(drag force transients)

201.98 Kg(f)

-6.84 Kg(£)/sq cm

32102.04 Kg(f)

0.49 Kg(f)/sq cm

642.37 Kg(f)

5190.85 Kg(f)

0.31 Kg(f)

-4.25 Kg(f)

* : sign of pressure or drag force is in accordance with directi-on of pressure or drag force given in Table 3.
: static stress analysis of internal components listed in art.
5.0 was done corresponding to these values of pressure or
drag force, as will be discussed in art. 7.0 & art. 9.0.
Note : Table 4 continued on next page
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TABLE 4 : MAXIMUM VALUE OF PRESSURE/FORCE IK THE TIME HISTORY
(conti.) DURING FWLB/MSLB
MSLB

ITEM

FWLB

Drier Assembly
(pressure transients)
*
Bottom Plate
Perforated Steam Plate

0.14 Kg(f)/sq cm
0.07 Kg(f)/sq cm

0.37 Kg(f)/sq cm

0.16 Kg(f)/sq cm

0.49 Kg(f)/sq cm

Flow Distribution Plate
(pressure transients)

0.11 Kg(f)/sq cm

3.16 Kg(f)/sq cm

Primary U-Tubes
(drag force transients)

0.63 Kg(f)/tube

9.95 Kg(f)/tube

Top Cylindrical
Attachment

0.37 Kg(f)/sq cm

sign of pressure or drag force is in accordance with directi-on of pressure or drag force given in Table 3.
static stress analysis of internal components listed in art*
5.0 was done corresponding to these values of pressure or
drag force, as will be discussed in art. 7.0 & art. 9.0.

7.0 GENERAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE :
As pointed out earlier that, in the present report,
analysis procedure and results pretaining to only simplified DLF
method are discussed. From pressure/drag force-time history (for
both FWLB and MSLB transients) the corresponding DLF
v/s
structural natural frequency curves were evaluated by solving
Duhamel's Integral. The analytical procedure regarding this
method will now be discussed.

12

7.1 DLF Method :
Maximum DLF v/s structural natural frequency curve for a
particular component can be obtained from its corresponding load
function F(t), by solving Duhamel's Integral [eq.(l)I for the
single degree of freedom (SDOF) system. Here load function F(t)
implies pressure/drag force-time history.

YCt) - e* § o r t

...CD
where :
Y(t) = dynamic response of SDOF system
Yo & Yo = initial displacement and velocity,
respectively, imparted to the system
= damping ratio, % of critical damping
= undamped natural frequency
=

damped natural frequency

Yst = static response or
displacement
^
corresponding to load factor P, such
that F(t) = P.f(t)
F(t) = load function or pressure/drag forcetime history (for FWLB/MSLB) corresponding to the component being analysed.
t = time variable
P = load factor, here it represents maximum
magnitude of pressure or drag force in
time history (load function)
f(t) = normalised load function with respect
to P
^

= time instant

fCt)= value of f(t) at t

13

DLF is defined as DLF = Y<t)max./Yst

. . . (2)

Y(t)max. = maximum response in the entire
response versus time output
This DLF is corresponding to load factor P i.e. static response
of component (Yst) is corresponding to load factor P. Hence, peak
value in load function f(t) gets normalised to unity. Similarly,
it is true for stresses also i.e.
DLF = maximum dynamic stress/static stress
Here, static stress is corresponding to load factor P,
discussed above. Eq.<2) can also be written as :
Y(t)max. = Yst . (DLF)

. . . (2a)
as

was

. . . (3)

For a particular structural natural frequency ( Uy ) and
damping ratio (& ), eq.(l) was solved to obtain response versus
time output, {Y(t)J. Then eq.(2) was used to calculate DLF value
for the given natural frequency and damping ratio. It must be
noted that this DLF value is corresponding to the maximum dynamic
response !Y(t)}, irrespective of the time, at which it occurs
isee eq.(2)}. This calculation was repeated for various values of
natural frequencies while maintaining the damping ratio constant.
The whole procedure was repeated for various damping ratio
values. Hence, DLF v/s natural frequency curves were obtained for
the given values of damping ratios.
It was mentioned above that time dependent load function,
F(t), can be expressed as P.f(t). Where, P is the load factor. In
general the value of factor P is taken as maximum magnitude of
pressure or drag force occurring in the given pressure/drag
force-time history.
DLF is computed corresponding to normalised load function,
f(t). Whereas Yst (static response) is obtained corresponding to
load factor P, i.e. maximum pressure or drag force occurring
during the FWLB/MSLB time history. In other words it can be
stated that, if Yst is evaluated corresponding to load P for a
given internal component being analysed then dynamic response can
be estimated by multiplying Yst with appropriate DLF value (see
eq. (3)). In the present analysis finite element method was used
to determine Yst and hence static stresses. The DLF values were
14

taken from DLF v/s natural frequency curves corresponding to the
pressure/drag force-time histories of FWLB/MSLB, (see Table 6' of
art. 7.2 for DLF curves).
Here it will be pointed out that static response/stress
analysis can be linear or nonlinear. Nonlinear analysis may
involve
geometrical nonlinearity or material
nonlinearity.
Geometrical nonlinearity is the cause of concern in
thin
structures, for example, plate under transverse pressure in which
side length to thickness ratio is very large. In the present
analysis it was seen that in case of flow distribution plate,
both displacement and strains developed are not small. Therefore,
for accurate determination of the displacements,
geometric
nonlinearity has to be considered in the plate structures.
Infact, ASME Sec III Appendix F specifies that in case of Level D
service loads geometrical nonlinearity must be considered (F1322.4). Material nonlinearity comes into picture depending upon
the state of stress. Ideally material nonlinearity should be
considered if the stresses in a component exceed the yield stress
value. In that case actual elasto-plastic analysis is to be done
based on stress-strain curve of the material. A simplified but
slightly more conservative limit analysis may be preferred,
considering elastic-perfectly plastic material. Appendix F (for
Level D service loads) of ASME Sec III specifies the conditions
(based on stress values) in which material nonlinearity is to bo
considered. These are given in art. 8.1 of this report. In case
of flow distribution plate the stresses (during MSLB event) based
on elastic stress analysis failed to meet the limits specified by
Appendix F of ASME Sec III. Hence, the limit analysis was done toN
demonstrate its structural integrity during the MSLB event (see art. 9.4 of this report). While, in case of other components it
was found that material nonlinearity is not required to be
considered in the analysis.
An important question arises about the appropriate value of
DLF to be used in eq.(3), for dynamic response calculation. The
DLF varies with the natural frequency, hence, which value to be
taken ?
In a very strict sense DLF method involves tho
calculation of natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
components.
Then corresponding to each mode,
response is
calculated
taking into account DLF corresponding to modal
frequency of the structure. Finally, net respose is evaluated by
appropriate combination of all the modal responses, 17]. In the
present case the pressure or drag force variation
during
FWLB/MSLB is due to thermal-hydraulic phenomena. Analytical
evaluation of these transients involved many assumptions and
simplifications,
[6J.
Apart
from this,
there are
some
uncertaintities in calculation of mode shapes and
natural
frequencies
of
internal components due to modelling
and
approximations in numerical solutions. All these uncertaintities
are reflected in DLF v/s frequency curves also. To avoid any
chance of underestimation of response, the peaks in DLF v/s
natural frequency curves may be broadened. In seismic analysis,
the peaks of response spectra (which is similar as DLF V/S
natural frequency curves in this case) are broadened by 15%. In
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the present case the quantification of uncertaintities, involved
in thermal-hydraulic computations of time histories is difficult
to estimate. Hence, it 'was decided to analyse the components
using spectral peak DLF value irrespective of the fact that at
what frequency the peak occurs. Hence, while using eq.(3) to
calculate the dynamic response, DLF value is chosen as peak DLF
(see Table 7 of art. 7.2, for peak values of DLF corresponding
to different comonents) occurring in DLF curve for a given
component. Since, the dynamic response evaluation by this method
involves the multiplication of peak DLF with the static response
corresponding to load factor P hence, this method is referred to
as "simplified DLF method", in this report. This procedure will
definitely yield the most upper bound values of dynamic response.
It
is possible that while using this simplified
method,
structural integrity of some components may not be assured and
therefore, more realistic methods such as Mode Superpostion
Technique may be used to qualify the component. However, it is
ensured that simplified DLF method will yield
conservative
results.
Another important aspect is about the damping ratio values
( % ) , of the components. In ASME Sec III (Appendices), [1],
damping ratio values for different structures and materials are
given for Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) and Safe Shut Down
Earthquake
(SSE) events. In the present report damping ratio
values corresponding to OBE event, have been used. These values
for different internal components, are listed in Table 5, given
below. However, one can use the SSE values for damping if the
stress level in component is more than yield stress of material.
Since,
the values of stresses are not known in advance,
therefore, lower values of damping corresponding to OBE have been
used. Components in which stress values are near or above the
yield stress of material, were reanalysed using SSE damping
value. It must be noted that pressure time transients experienced
by many components are similar to those of impulsive loads. In
that case damping does not have significant effect.
The validity of DLF approach to this type of problems (i.e.
where transient dynamic loading is involved) was demonstrated by
solving various types of test problems which are similar to tho
present problem of SG internal components and whose results are
published in the literature. Some of these test problems were
(i) simply supported rectangular plate subjected
pressure, [22]
(ii> cylindrical
[23]

shell

panel subjected to

blast

(iii) simply supported rectangular subjected to time
pressure on a limited patch, [24].

to

blast

pressure,
varying

It was seen that results obtained from this approach were almost
comparable with those of Mode Superposition method (which is more
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realistic analysis) analytical results. Reference [7] gives the
discussions on these test problems, their results, comparisons
and details of DLF method.

TABLE 5 : DAMPING RATIO VALUES OF SG INTERNAL COMPONENTS USED IN
THE ANALYSIS
COMPONENT

DAMPING VALUE (% )
<% of critical damping)

Shroud Vessel

2%

Separator Deck Plate

2%

Steam Separators

1%

Feed Water Ring Header
Assembly

1%

Bottom Plate of Steam Drier

2%

Perforated Steam plate of
Steam Drier

2%

Top Cylindrical Attachment
of Steam Drier

2%

Flow Distribution Plate

2%

Primary U-Tubes

1%

7.2 DLP v/s Natural Frequency Curves :
The
pressure/drag
force-time histories
for
various
components, in graphical form, are included in this report. The
figure numbers of these time histories for different components
is listed in Table 3 of art. 6.3. Corresponding to theso
histories DLF v/s natural frequency curves were evaluated using
the procedure described above. The figure numbers of these DLF
curves is listed in Table 6. Whereas the peak DLF values along
with the corresponding frequencies, for FWLB & MSLB transients,
are listed in Table 7.
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TABLE 6 J LIST OF FIGDRE NO.'S OF DLF V/S NATURAL FREQUENCY
CURVES CORRESPONDING TO THE TIME HISTORIES LISTED
IN TABLE 3 OF ART. 6.3
DLF Curve
corresponding
to component

Figure No.'s
FWLB
MSLB

Top Part of the Shroud Vessel

fig.8

fig.10

Middle Part of the Shroud Vessel

fig.12

fig.14

Bottom Part of the Shroud Vessel

fig.16

fig.18

Separator Deck Plate

fig.20

fig.22

Steam (moisture) Separators

fig.24

fig.26

Feed Water Ring Header
(pressure transients)

fig.42

fig.44

Feed Water Ring Header
(drag force transients)

fig.46

fig.48

Vertical Portion of Feed Water
Feeder.

fig.50

fig.52

Bottom Plate of Steam Drier
Assembly

fig.62

fig.64

Perforated Steam Plate of Steam
Drier Assembly

fig.66

fig.68

Top Cylindrical Attachment of
Steam Drier Assembly

fig.70

fig.72

Flow Distribution Plate

fig.80

fig.82

Primary U-Tube Bundle

fig.92

fig.94
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TABLE 7 : MAXIMUM VALUES OF DLF AND CORRESPONDING FREQUENCIES OF
DLF CURVES LISTED IN TABLE 6
MSLB

FWLB

DLF curve
corresponding
to component

DLF

FREQUENCY

DLF

Top Portion of
Shroud Vessel

6.68

87.54

1.70

14.33

Middle Portion
of Shroud Vessel

8.40

106.79

1.61

1.60

Bottom Portion
of Shroud Vessel

7.00

90.72

1.00

15.00

Separator Deck
Plate

2.54

14.32

1.86

19.90

Drag Force on
Steam Separators

2.00

1591.55

1.64

8,00

Feed Water Ring
Header - pressure
transients

4.25

107.43

4.55

71.62

Feed Water Ring
Header - drag
force transients

4.39

139.26

1.60

9.55

Vertical Part
of Feed Water
Feeder

4.02

139.26

1.58

8.00

Bottom Plate of
Steam Drier

7.28

155.18

1.59

246.69

Perforated Steam
Plate of Steam
Drier

3.38

525.21

1.54

795.78

Top Cylindrical
Attachment of
Steam Drier

6.92

155.18

1.69

509.30

Flow Distribution
Plate

6 .21

87 .54

1 .42

71 .62

Drag Force on
the entire U-Tube
Bundle

1 .86

19 .89

1.74

1 .60
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FREQUENCY

8.0 ASSESSMENT OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY :
for all the internal components the structural
integrity
assessment was based on ASME Sec III NB B&PV code, [1], (i.e. for
class 1 nuclear components). This is so because, the SG is
designed and to be constructed and inspected as per ASME Sec III
NB, (4J.
FWLB/MSLB are classified as accident conditions i.e. they
fall under Level D service conditions of ASME Sec III NB. This
provide limits on loading conditions, classified as Level D
service loads, in design specifications. Thesse are :
(a) limit on primary stresses (primary membrane stress + primary
bending or local primary bending).Thermal stresses resulting
from Level D service limits need not be considered.
(b) limit on compressive stresses (e.g. due to external pressure
etc.) from the point of view of stablity of component (i.e.
buckling should be avoided)
(c) potential for unstable crack growth should also be considered
where initial crack size may be based on the inspection
techniques employed.
Another important aspect for
structural integrity is
deflection response of internals. It is to be ensured that
deformation of an internal component should not interfere with
other internals. Otherwise, dynamic response of one component may
get affected. Consider for example,flow distribution plate and 0tubes. U-tubes pass through the perforations in flow distribution
plate. The diffrence in magnitude of U-tube outer diameter and
flow distribution plate perforation diameter is very less. Any
excessive deformation in flow distribution plate may lead to
additional load on U-tubes.
Considering the above assessment criteria, it was observed
that all of the internal components analysed, get qualified from
structural point of view, in both, FWLB and MSLB events. As
mentioned earlier also, that in case of flow distribution plate
the stresses computed
(for MSLB event) from elastic analysis
failed to meet the requirement of ASME Sec III Appendix F, [11.
Hence, limit analysis was done assuming elastic-perfectly plastic
material to demonstrate its structural integrity. These results
would be discussed in later part of this report (see art. 9.4).
Possibility of interference of one component with
another
(specially U-tubes with flow distribution plate) can be ruled
out. It was also concluded that chances of buckling are remote in
the components, in which compressive stresses are induced. This
assessment was based on the assumption that FWLB or MSLB events
are not acting along with any other event, classified as Level D
service load. It is very important to note that of all the events
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classified as Level D service loads, if FWLB or MSLB event is
assumed to take place along with any other event/events, then
stresses (or deflection) due to all these events must be combined
appropriafcley.
Structural
qualification
should
be
done
corresponding to these combined stresses.
The rules of evaluation of Level D service limits are given
in Appendix F of ASME Sec III Appendices, 111.
8.1 Stress Limits :
As pointed above that only limits on primary stresses are
considered. Thermal stress are
not required
at all. Tho
stresses,
corresponding
to maximum pressure/drag force in
pressure/drag-force time history of FWLB/MSLB, were determined
based on the procedure discussed in art. 7.0. Static analysis was
done using finite element method. The procedure and important
assumptions in finite element modelling of internal components
(listed in art. 5.0) will be discussed in art. 9.0.
Due to pressure and drag forces the stresses obtained in a
component are total stresses i.e. they include primary, secondary
and peak stresses. Since, FWLB/MSLB transients are classified as
Level D service loads, hence, primary stresses were isolated from
the total stress. The stress classification was based on guide
lines suggested in ASME Sec III NB, e.g. see Table NB-3217-1 of
art. NB-3200, [1]. It roust be noted that stresses given in Table
8 to Table 14, of art. 9.0, are primary stresses multiplied by
peak DLF values (see Table 7 of art. 7.2) of the corresponding
components.
Although,
the
stress contours for
different
components (given in figures, in later part of this report)
represent
total
stress
distribution
or
nominal
stress
distribution in certain cases.
As per Appendix F of ASME Sec III, if elastic analysis is
done then, the limits on primary stresses is as follows :
(i) primary membrane
^ 2 . 4 Sm or 0.7 Su

(lesser of tha two)

- for materials listed in Table 1-1.2 of
Appendix I of ASME Sec III Appendices
^ 0 . 7 Su
- for materials listed in Table 1-1.1 of
Appendix I of ASME Sec III Appendices
. . . (4a)
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(ii) primary local membrane
^

150% of limit on primary membrane
. . . (4b)

(iii) primary membrane (or local membrane) + primary bending
<^ 150% of limit on primary membrane
. . . (4c)
Sin = design stress intensity at appropriate temp.
Su = ultimate strength at appropriate temp.
In case if above requirements of stress limits based on
elastic stress analysis are not satisfied then limit analysis may
be done to qualify the component under the given load. The limits
on this are :
Static or equivalent
static load

^

90% of limit analysis collapse
load using yield stress lesser
of 2.3 Sm or 0.7 Su

or

100% of the plastic analysis
collapse load
. . . <4d>

Geometric nonlinearity should be considered in the analysis. In
this report, Sm and Su values were taken at design temperature of
internal components ( = 323 ° C ) , [4]. The materials used in
construction are listed in Table 1 (of art. 4.0), while their Sy,
Su and Sm values are listed in Table 2 (of art. 4.0).
From Table 1 it is seen that separator deck plate, shroud
vessel assembly, steam drier assembly and feed water ring header
assembly are fabricated from DIN 17155 - 15 Mo 3 (its ASME
equivalent is SA-182 Fl, see Table 1 ) . This, material is listed in
Table 1-1.1 of ASME Sec III Appendices (Appendix I ) . For these
internal components, (as per eq.(4a) through eq.(4c)) :
primary membrane stress ^

0.7 Su

primary membrane + primary bending stress ^

1.05 Su

- where Su is at design temperature
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Su = 3812 Kg(f)/sqcm

- at design temperature
(see Table 2)

Hence, for components made up of DIN 17155-15 Mo 3 (Table 1) ,
primary membrane stress^ 2668.4 Kg(f)/sqcm
and

primary membrane +• primary bending stress
^4002.6 Kg(f)/sqcro

Steam (moisture) separators and flow distribution plate aro
fabricated from DIN 17440-1.4550 or 1.4541 (its ASME equivalent
is SA-182 Type 321, see Table 1 ) . This material is listed in
Table 1-1.2 of ASME Sec III Appendices (Appendix I ) . For these
internal components, (as per eq.(4a) through eq.(4c)) :
primary membrane ^ 2 . 4 Sm or 0.7 Su (lesser of the two)
primary membrane + primary bending^*" 3.6 Sm or 1.05 Su
^ (lesser of the two)
- where Sm & Su are at design
temperature
Su = 3415 Kg(f)/sqcm - at design temperature
(see Table 2)
Sm = 1128 Kg(f)/sqcm - at design temperature
(see Table 2)
Hence, for
(Table 1) ,

components

made

up of DIN 17400-1.4550

or

1.4541

primary membrane stress ^2390.5 Kg(f)/sqcm
primary membrane + primary bending stress
^ 3 5 8 5 . 7 5 Kg(f)/sqcm
U-tubes are fabricated from Incoloy-800 (Table 1 ) . Its
exact equivalent is not available in ASME Sec III, [1]. Hence,
primary stress limits were arrived at by calculating 2.4 Sm and
0.7 Su values, at design temperature. Then choosing minimum of
these two values (i.e. assuming that material is listed in Tablo
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1-1.2 of ASME Sec III Appendices,
also).

see eq.(4a)

through

eq.(4c)

Hence,
primary membrane .^2.4 Sm or 0.7 Su (lesser of the two)
primary membrane + primary bending ^

3.6 Sm or 1.05 Su
(lesser of the two)

- where Sm & Su are at design
temperature
Su = 5046 Kg(f)/sqcm - at design temperature
(see Table 2)
Sm = 1870 Kg(f)/sqcm - at design temperature
(see Table 2)
Hence,

for

components

made

up of Incoloy-800 (Table 1) ,

primary membrane stress ^"3532.2 Kg(f)/sqcm
primary membrane + primary bending stress
^5298.3 Kg(f)/sqcm
8.2 Checking for Stability of the Component :
Another aspect to be considered, for ensuring structural
integrity is to check for stability of the component or in other
words, component should be prevented from buckling during the
occurrance of load transients.
Appendix F of ASME Sec III Appendices, [1], defines the
permissible limits of external pressure from the point of view of
buckling. As per that, maximum compressive load (or stress) shall
be limited to a value established by (1), (2) or (3) below :

(1) 2/3 of the value of buckling load (or stress) determined
by any one of the methods given below :
(a) compressive analysis which considers effects
such as geometric imperfections, deformations
due to existing loading conditions, nonlinearities, large deformation, residual stress, and
inertial forces or
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(b) test of physical models under conditions of restraint and loading the same as those to which
the configuration is expected to be subjected;
(2) a value equal to 150% of the limit established by the
rule of NB-3133 (of ASME Sec III N B ) , except that
pressure is permitted to be 250% of the given value when
the ovality is limited to 1% or less.
(3) a value determined in accordance with the procedures
contained in a code case for metal containment shell
buckling design methods using a factor of safety of
1.34.
For the present analysis we have followed criteria no. (2), i.e.
the statically applied or equivalent static external pressure
shall be less than 150% of that given by the rules of Sec III NB
for design conditions, [11. In the rules of Sec III NB for design
conditions the inherent factor of safety of 3 is present i.e.
permissible limit of external pressure is 1/3 of the critical
buckling pressure. Hence, in case of Level D service loads it
will be 1/2 of the critical buckling load i.e. 150% of that in
Sec III NB for design conditions. It also states that when
dynamic pressure or loads are involved, a dynamic stability
analysis may be performed, in which case the permisssible
external pressure or loads shall be limited to 75% of the dynamic
instability pressure or loads.
In the present case the FWLB/MSLB events give rise to
transient pressure or drag force. Hence, as per the ASME codo
dynamic stability analysis may be performed. Due to the lack of
computational facility to evaluate dynamic buckling pressure in
built up structures having complicated geometry (like that of SG
internal components), only static buckling analysis was performed
Static buckling analysis was done corresponding to maximum
pressure or drag force (listed in Table 4 of art, 6.0) of
pressure/drag force-time history during FWLB/MSLB transients. It
must be very clearly noted that static buckling analysis yields
more conservative results. The maximum pressure or force is
assumed to act as statically applied load. Many
investigators
viz., Sauve etal, [81, Brochard etal, [9], etc., have concluded
that calculation of buckling load using static approach is
conservative.
The buckling analysis was done using finite element method.
Table 3 and Table 4 (of art. 6.0) show that situations in which
possibility of buckling exist, are (i.e. where net compressive
stresses are genetrated) :
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(a) Shroud vessel in case of FWLB
(b) Feed water ring header in case of FWLB
(c) Top cylindrical attachment of steam drier assembly in
case of MSLB. It leads to the buckling of perforated
steam plate. Hence, factor of safety was checked in
accordance
with
the external pressure
on
top
cylindrical attachment although it is steam plate which
buckles.
Buckling analysis and results will be discussed in art.
9.0, for all the internal components where possibility of
buckling exists. The results are summarized in Table 16 of art.
9.0.
8.3 Checking for Unstable Crack Growth :
The third aspect for the assurance of structural integrity,
to be considered (as per Appendix F of ASME Sec III Appendices)
is to assess the potential for unstable crack growth based on
assumed defects on the inspection techniques employed. This
aspect was not considered in this analysis. One of the reasons is
that, prevention of weld failure will prevent the leakage of
radioactivity to the surrounding environment. In the present case
the aim was to check structural integrity. The gross deformation
is allowed in Level D service loads. In the present study it was
assumed that depressurization of SG has already taken place
(during FWLB/MSLB) and it was required to show that it should not
lead to the dual failure. Gross failure or excessive deformation
of one component may lead to the failure of C-tubes by exerting
excessive load on it. The only possibility (where weld failure
can lead to the release of radioactivity) is that U-tubes may
directly fail due to cracking of weld at SG tube sheet and hence
primary coolant may leak there by spreading radioactivity. But
after
the initial analysis it was observed that stresses
generated in U-tubes due to FWLB/MSLB transients are so less in
U-tubes that the possibility of cracking of weld is negligible,
(see Table 14 and art. 9.5).

9.0 MODELLING & ANALYSIS OF SG INTERNALS AND RESULTS OF ANALYSIS:
The internal components of SG modelled, are listed in art.
5.0. In the present article, the modelling details of these
components will be discussed. The results of static stress
analysis (corresponding to maximum pressure or drag
force
occurring during the time histories), are also discussed. Theso
results are given in Table 8 through Table 14. Also stress
distribution in some of the components, is given in figures
(included in later part of this report), for both FWLB & MSLB
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transients. As mentioned earlier that, stress values given in
the Table 8 through Table 1.4 are corresponding to primary
stresses (which are to be limited) and not the total stress at *i
given location i.e. they have been separated from total stress
values obtained by finite element analysis. These values have
been multiplied by peak DLF values (see Table 7 of art. 7.2), for
the corresponding component.
Hence, these stresses can be
directly compared with the limits prescribed by ASME Sec III
Appendices and discussed in art. 8.1. On the other hand, stress
contours given in figures represent total stress distribution (or
nominal stress distribution in certain cases) and were not
multiplied by respective peak DLF values.
The critical buckling pressure and the margins available
for different components (listed in art. 8.2) are given in Table
16; The buckling mode shapes of these components are shown in
figures (included in later part of this report). Buckling
analysis was done corresponding to the maximum pressure occurring
in the time history and assuming that to be statically applied
pressure.
The deflection values at important locations of different
components, is given in Table 15. The deflected shape of theso
components is given in figures, for both FWLB & MSLB transients.
Finite Element Method (FEM) was used for stress and
buckling
analysis using COSMOS/M finite
element
computer
programme, [10]. While for the solution of Duhamel's Integral
(eq.(l) of art. 7,0) for evaluating DLF curves, a separate
computer program was written.
9.1 Shroud Vessel - Separator Deck Plate - Separator Assembly :
The list of different components modelled,
for this
assembly, is given in art. 5.P. For details of these components
refer
drawing
no's
TAPP-3&4/33111/5076/DD
through
TAPP3&4/33111/5080/DD and TAPP-3&4/33111/5085/DD, H I ] and [121.
Shroud vessel (both cylindrical and conical portion), separator
deck plate, stiffener plate at the bottom of separator deck
plate, stiffener flats & bottom ring at the base of shroud vessel
and throttle plate were modelled using plate/shell elements.
Whereas steam separator and its connecting strips were modelled
using 3D beam elements with equivalent geometrical properties.
Finite element model of the total assembly is shown in fig.2 and
fig.3,
The shroud vessel is fixed at the base with rectangular
fixing plates, [113, which connects shroud vessel with SG main
vessel. These plates were not modelled but the corresponding
nodes in the finite element model (fig.2 & fig.3) were totally
constarined. At various locations, along the length of the shroud
vessel, there are pressure blocks which maintain the annulur
space between shroud and SG main vessel. These blocks prevent the
radial motion of shroud but allow the axial motion due to thermal
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expansion. In finite element model, the nodes corresponding to
pressure blocks were constarined radially but degrees oL freedom
in axial direction were unconstrained. In case of buckling
analysis due to external pressure, it was assumed that theso
pressure blocks offer no support and same model was used for
buckling analysis also.
The separator deck plate was modelled using equivalent
solid plate concept, [13] & [14]. The separator deck plate was
assumed to be unperforated but the manway hole was considered in
the model, see fig.3. Reaping the thickness same equivalent
elastic constants E (modified young's modulus) and *
Poisson's ratio) were evaluated using the procedure

(modified
given in

Appendix A of ASME Sec III Appendices, [1]. Both E and ^ /
are
funtions of ligament efficiency ( \ ). Since, the perforation
pattern
in deck plate is hexagonal hence,
the resulting
equivalent solid plate will behave like isotropic plate, [13].
These modified elastic constants are such that the deflection of
unperforated plate with modified elastic constants and perforated
plate with original elastic constants, under the given load, is
same. A two step procedure was adopted to evaluate the stresses,
[14]. These steps are :
(i) calculating nominal stresses in the equivalent solid plate
with modified elastic constants.
These stresses
are
referred to as nominal because they do not include the
stress multiplier due to loss of load carrying capacity of
the plate because of perforations and also do not include
the stress concentration factor. But deflection is same as
that of perforated plate with original constants.
(ii) calculating physically meaningful1 stresses by multiplying
the nominal stresses with stress multiplier and appropriate
stress concentration factor. According to Appendix A of
ASME Sec III, physically meaningful1 stresses are evaluated
as :
S= K (p/h) Sav

...

(5)

) Sav
S = actual stress (physically meaningful1
stxess)
K = stress concentartion factor, given in
the
Appendix
A,
for
different
biaxility ratios.
p = pitch of perforation pattern

h = ligament width
\

- iigament efficiency i=(p-d)/pl

d = hole diameter
Sav = nominal stress in equivalent solid
plate averaged through the ligament
width but not through thickness
If Sav is averaged through the ligament width but not through
thickness then S will be primary stress intensity. Hence, it can
be directly compared with allowable limits for Level D service
loads.
Steam moisture separator and connecting strips at the top
of
separators were modelled using 3D beam elements
with
equivalent geometrical properties. The equivalent inertia, shear
area and area of cross-section at each typical section (i.e. of
different geometry) of separator were calculated.
Due
to
complex geometry, [12], of separators there are many such typical
sections and calculation of equivalent geometrical properties,
was cumbersome and time consuming. See, fig.4 and fig. 5. These
figures also show the approximations involved in calculation of
equivalent geometrical properties.
To confirm the calculation of equivalent
geometrical
properties of beam elements, a
separator was fully modelled
using plate/shell element also, see fig.6. Its base was fixed and
static analysis was done by subjecting it to axial load,
transverse load and torque. Similar analysis was done on isolated
3D beam model of separator, with same boundary conditions. It was
seen that average deflections and rotations are same for both the
models. This confirmed tha calculation of equivalent i-nertia,
shear area and area of cross-section.
There are 23 steam separators in the assembly. In 3D
plate/shell model (fig.6), there are about 1100 nodes (i.e. about
6600 degrees of freedom). Modelling of all the 23 separator by
plate/shell increases the problem size considerably from the
point of view of computer time and disk space. On the other hand,
modelling it with beam element reduces the degrees of freedom of
structure
to an appreciable extent.
Whereas,
the
gross
deflection, rotation and stress values obtained from both the
models will be same, as was tested in sample problems discussed
above. Hence, steam separators were modelled using 3D beam
elements.
Analysis was done corresponding to the maximum pressure (on
shroud vessel and separator deck plate) and drag force (in case
of steam separators), in the transients, see Table 4 of art. 6.0.
Two cases were studied viz., FWLB and MSL3 transients. In the
case of shroud vessel, time histories were evaluated at three
locations, [6], which are - top portion of shroud, middle portion
and bottom portion of shroud. In the present analysis, deflection
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and stresses were evaluated for the pressure corresponding to tho
middle portion (in case of FWLB) and top portion (in case of
MSLB). This is so because the product of peak pressure (see Table
4) and peak DLF (see Table 7) is maximum for the above stated
situations.
The shroud vessel experiences the maximum external pressure
during the FWLB transient. Pressure is maximum in the top portion
of the shroud, hence, buckling analysis was done corresponding to
that pressure of 2.18 Kg(f)/sqcm.
9.1.1 Results of the analysis :
The pressure time histories and their corresponding DLF
curves for top, middle and bottom portion of shroud vessel,
separator deck plate and steam separator are shown in fig.7
through fig.26, respectively, for both FWLB and MSLB transients.
The stress values at the important locations of shroud
vessel, separator deck plate and steam separators, are given in
Table 8 through Table 10, for both FWLB and MSLB transients.
These stresses are primary stresses and have been multiplied by
the corresponding peak DLF values. The allowable stress of these
components (see art. 8.1) is also given. The stress contours of
conical and top portion of shroud vessel are shown in fig.29 and
fig.30 for FWLB & MSLB respectively, of bottom portion of shroud
in fig.31 and fig. 32 for FWLB/MSLB respectively, of reinforcement
flats at the bottom of shroud in fig.33 and fig.34 for FWLB/MSLB
respectively, of separator deck plate in fig. 35 and fig.36 for
FWLB/MSLB respectively and reinforcement strips in fig.37 and
fig.38 for FWLB/MSLB respectively. The stresses in these figures
are representative of total stress distribution (or nominal
stress distribution in case of separator deck plate modelled as
equivalent solid plate) and their magnitudes were not multiplied
by the peak DLF value.
The deformed shape of assembly is shown in fig.27 for FWLB
and fig.28 for MSLB. The magnitude of maximum deflection in
separator deck plate is given in Table 15.
Buckling analysis of the assembly was done corresponding to
the maximum external pressure of 2.18 Kg(f)/sqcm occurring during
FWLB transient.
The analysis yields the critical buckling
pressure of 9.43 Kg(f)/sqcm (for shroud vessel), see Table 16.
The buckling occurs in shroud vessel. Fig.39 shows the buckling
mode shape of shroud vessel -' separator deck plate assembly. The
ratio of critical buckling pressure to the maximum acting
pressure is 4.324 as against the required ratio of atleast 2.0
(see art. 8.2) in ASME Sec III, [1].
It is seen that in shroud vessel - separator deck plate steam separator assembly, the primary stresses at all tho
locations are within the permissible limits of ASME Sec III
Appendices (see art. 8.1 also) and it will not buckle under the
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given FWLB or MSLB transient. The deformation of any component is
not likely to interfere with those of other components.
9.2 Feed Hater Ring Header Assembly :
The list of different components modelled,
for this
assembly, is given in art. 5.0. Feed water ring header, feeder,
180 deg return elbow and 90 deg elbow, were modelled using
plate/shell element. Auxiliary feed water nozzle was modelled
using pipe elements. 3D finite element model of total assembly is
shown in fig.40.
For further structural details of these
components refer drawing no.'s TAPP-3&4/33111/5082/DD through
TAPP-3&4/33111/5084/DD, fl51.
The J tubes on feed water ring header and the corresponding
holes were not included in 3D finite element model. These holes
are small and the resulting stress around them is peak stress
i.e. due to small diameter of holes and large ligament width
there will be no increase in the average stress of ring header
only the peak stress will occur around the holes. Now, for Level
D service loads only primary stress is to be limited, [1].
Accurate determination of peak stress around these holes is of
no consequence as far as this analysis is concerned. Hence, holes
were not modelled.
The feed water ring header assembly was totally constrained
at the inlet of 90 deg. elbow (see fig.40) and the inlet of
auxiliary feed water nozzle. The vertical portion of feeder is
connected to main vessel through rib and plate, see drawing no.
TAPP-3&4/33111/5082/DD,
[151.
In this model (fig.40)
the
corresponding nodes were constrained. Apart from this the ring
header portion of this assembly is supported at six different
locations through the holding plates and spacer plates, see
drawing no. TAPP-3&4/33111/5082/DD, [151. The boundary conditions
used to simulate this support were different for different type
of load. There are three types of load acting on feed water ring
header assembly. These along with the corresponding boundary
conditions used at six support locations of ring header are given
below :
(i) Due to pressure transients inside the ring header and
outside in the mixing chamber. For this it was assumed
that in global axial direction of SG, degrees of freedom
at support
locations are constrained. The degrees of
freedom in global radial and circumferential
direction
were unconstrained.
(ii) Due to drag force in ring header. For this degrees of
freedom in global axial direction of SG and global radial
direction
were
constrained.
Whereas
in
global
circumferential direction degrees of freedom were kept
unconstrained although some friction force will
be
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present which may oppose the movement in this direction,
(iii) Due to drag force on vertical portion of feed water
feeder. For this the boundary conditions used were same
as in paragraph (ii) above i.e. for drag force on ring
header.
The different boundary conditions were used to account the small
gaps in the supports of ring header. These gaps were provided to
minimise the thermal stresse in operating conditions. Now, in
case of pressure load the dilation of ring header is expected to
be very small. Infact after the analysis it was observed that
both, in case of FWLB and MSLB, the dilation due to pressure is
of the order of gap existing in holding plates of ring header
supports. While, in case of drag forces due to global bending of
ring header these gaps get closed and act as rigid support in
global radial direction also and in the global circumferential
direction the movement is restricted by friction only.
The analysis was done in two steps since, different set of
boundary conditions were used for different set of loads. In the
first step deflections and stresses due to maximum pressure (see
Table 4 of art. 6.0) were evaluated. While in the second step
deflections and stresses due to maximum drag force, (see Table 4
of art. 6.0) on ring header and vertical portion of feeder, were
determined. The stresses obtained from both these steps were
combined appropriately. The primary stresses were separated from
these combined total stresses. To calculate the stresses in
auxiliary feed water nozzle,
finite element stresses were
multiplied by apporpriate stress indices given in Table NB3682.2-1 of ASME Sec III NB, [1]. This is. so because pipe
elements were used to model the auxiliary nozzle and in pipe
element model stress intensification due to geometrical changes
cannot be accounted. Two cases were studied viz., FWLB and MSLB
transients.
The ring header experiences the maximum external pressure
during the pressure transients after FWLB. Buckling analysis was
done corresponding to this pressure of 6.84 Kg(f)/sqcm. Same
model was used for buckling analysis also.
9.2.1 Results of the analysis :
The pressure time histories and their corresponding DLF
curves for pressure transients in ring header, drag forco
transients in ring header and vertical part of feeder are shown
in fig.41 through fig.52, respectively, for both FWLB and MSLB
transients.
The stress values at the important locations of ring
header, transition connecting cone, feeder, 90 deg elbow, 180 deg
return elbow and auxiliary feed water nozzle are given in Table
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11, for both FWLB and MSLB transients. These stresses ar<* primary
stresses (combined due to pressure and drag force, on ring
header) and have been multiplied by the corresponding peak DLF
values. The allowable stress of these components (see art. 8.1)
is also given. The stress contours in these components are shown
in fig.56 for pressure transients in FWLB/MSLB and fig.57 for
drag force in FWLB/MSLB. The stresses in these figures are
representative of total stress distribution and their magnitude
was not. multiplied by the peak DLF value. Moreover, stresses due
to pressure or drag force have been shown separately e.g. sen
fig.56 for pressure transients in FWLB and fig.57 for drag force
transients in MSLB.
The deformed shape of whole assembly is shown in fig.53 for
pressure transients in FWLB, fig.54 for pressure transients in
MSLB and fig.55 for drag force transients in MSLB or FWLB.
Buckling
analysis
of the whole assembly
was
done
corresponding to the maximum external pressure of 6.84 Kg(f)/sqcm
on ring header, occurring during FWLB transient. The analysis
yields the critical buckling pressure of 180 Kg(f)/sqcm. Tha
buckling occurs at the junction of ring header and the transition
connecting cone, see Table 16. Fig.58 shows the buckling mode
shape of this junction. The ratio of critical buckling pressure
to the maximum acting pressure' is 26.315 as against the required
ratio of atleast 2.0 (see art. 8.2) in ASME Sec III, [11.
It is seen that in feed water ring header assembly, the
primary stresses at all the locations are within the permissible
limits of ASME Sec III Appendices (see art. 8.1 also) and
it
will not buckle under the given FWLB or MSLB transient. The
deformation of component is not likely to interfere with those of
other components.
9.3 Steam Drier Assembly :
The list of different components modelled,
for this
assembly, is given in art. 5.0. Bottom plate, perforated steam
plate, top cylindrical attachment, drier frame, gusset plate
supporting arrangement and stiffner plates on the under side of
bottom plate were modelled using plate/shell element. Drain tubes
were modelled using pipe elements. 3D finite element model of the
total assembly is shown in fig.59. For further structural details
of these components refer drawing no.'s TAPP-3&4/33111/5090/DD
through TAPP-3&4/33111/5095/DD, [161.
The finite element mesh of bottom plate along with the
stiffner plates on its under side, is shown in fig.60. In case of
driers only drier frame was modelled whereas drier vanes were not
considered. Perforated steam plate was modelled as equivalent
solid plate (see fig.59). The modelling procedure adopted was
same as discussed in art. 9.1 for
the separator deck plate.
Since, in this case ligament efficiency < 1 ) of perforation
pattern is different from that of separator deck plate, hence
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modified
young's modulus (E ), modified poisson's r.cia < ~>> )
and stress concentration factor will also be dxfierent from those
of deck plate, [13]. Calculation of physically meaningful 1 stress
from nominal stresses is done using eq.(5) of art. 9.1.
The steam drier assembly was totally constrained at the
upper rim of top cylindrical attachment and at the bottom portion
of drain tubes. At both these locations it is rigidly connected
to SG main vessel, see drawing no.'s TAPP-3&4/33111/5090/DD
through TAPP-3&4/33111/5095/DD, [161.
Analysis was done corresponding to the maximum pressure
during the transient acting on bottom plate, perforated steam
plate and top cylindrical attachment, see Table 4 of art. 6.0.
Two cases were studied viz., FWLB and MSLB transients. To
calculate the stresses in drain tubes, finite element stresses
were multiplied by appropriate stress indices given in Table NB3682.2-1 of ASME Sec III NB, [11. This is so because pipe
elements were used to model the drain tubes and in pipe element
model the average stress increase due to geometrical changes
which cannot be determined in this model.
The steam drier assembly experiences the maximum external
pressure during MSLB transient, on top cylindrical attachment.
Buckling analysis was done corresponding to this pressure of 0.49
Kg(f)/sqcm. Same model was used for buckling analysis also.
9.3.1 Results of the analysis :
The pressure time histories and their corresponding DLF
curves for pressure transients in bottom plate, perforated steam
plate and top cylindrical attachment are shown in fig.61 through
fig.72, respectively, for both FWLB and MSLB transients.
The stress values at the important locations of bottom
plate, perforated steam plate, top cylindrical attachment, drier
frame, stiffner plates on the under side of bottom plate and
drain tubes are given in Table 12, for both FWLB and MSLB
transients. These stresses are primary stresses and have been
multiplied by the corresponding peak DLF values. The allowable
stress of these components (see art. 8.1) is also given. The
stress contours in bottom plate for FWLB are shown in fig.74.
Fig.75 and fig.76 shows stress contours in perforated steam plate
for FWLB and MSLB respectively. The stresses in these figures are
representative of total stress distribution (or nominal stress
distribution in case of perforated steam plate modelled as
equivalent soild plate) and their magnitude was not multiplied by
peak DLF values.
The deformed shape of whole assembly is shown in fig.73,
for FWLB and MSLB transients. The maximum deflection in bottom
plate, perforated steam plate and drain tubes is given in Table
15.
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Buckling
analysis
of the whole assembly
was
done
corresponding to the maximum external pressure of 0.49 Kg(f)/sqcm
on top cylindrical attachment, occurring during MSLB transient.
The analysis yields the critical buckling pressure of 83.26
Kg(f)/sqcm. The buckling occurs in perforated steam plate due to
compressive load generated in it due to external pressure on top
cylindrical attachment, see Table 16. Fig.77 shows the buckling
mode shape of perforated steam plate. The ratio of critical
buckling pressure to maximum acting pressure is 169.913 as
against the required ratio of at least 2.0 (see art. 8.2) in ASME
Sec III, [11.
It is seen that in steam drier assembly, the primary
stresses at all the locations are within the permissible limits
of ASME Sec III Appendices (see art. 8.1 also) and it will not
buckle under the given FWLB or MSLB transient. The deformation of
component is not likely to interfere with those of other
components.
9.4 Flow Distribution Plate :
The list of different components modelled,
for this
assembly, is given in art. 5.0. Flow distribution plate was
modelled using plate/shell element. The tie rods were modelled
using 3D beam elements. 3D finite element model of total assembly
is shown in fig.78. For further structural details of these
components refer drawing no.'s TAPP-3&4/33111/5074/DD and TAPP3&4/33111/5075/DD, 1171.
There are two types of tie rods. One which support flow
distribution plate only and are fixed at SG tube sheet. Whilo
others not only support flow distribution plate but also pass
through them along the height of shroud and maintain the distance
between the spacer grids, see drawing no. TAPP-3&4/33111/5070/DD,
[18]. Both of them were modelled (fig.78). The pre-tension load
in tie rods, was not taken into account. Flow distribution plate
was modelled as equivalent solid plate. The modelling procedure
adopted was same as discussed in art. 9.1 for separator deck
plate.
Since,
in this case ligament efficiency ( % ) of
perforation pattern is different from that of separator deck
plate,

hence modified young's modulus (E ), modified

poisson's

ratio ( r ) and stress concentration factor will also be
different from those of deck plate, - 113]. Calculation of
physically meaningful1 stress from nominal stresses is done using
eq.(5) of art. 9.1.
Flow distribution plate assembly was totally fixed at
tie ro<3 ends embedded in SG tube sheet.

the

The analysis was done for the maximum pressure (during the
transient) acting on flow distribution plate, see Table 4 of art.
6.0. Two cases were studied viz., FWLB and MSLB transients.
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Buckling
assembly

analysis is not required since, no component, of
experiences net compressive stress.

this

At
certain locations,
the stress values (for
MSLB
transients) obtained from this analysis failed to meet the stress
limits specified in Appendix F of ASME Sec III (stated in art.
8.1). In other words it can be 1 stated that stress limits based on
elastic stress analysis could nt be satisfied. Hence, another
provision of ASME Appendix F was invoked, which is a limit
analysis. According to it, in case stresses based on elastic
stress analysis are not satisfied then one can determine collapse
load (or pressure) based on limit analysis, assuming elasticperfectly plastic material. The actual pressure acting on the
component should be 90% of the collapse pressure obtained from
the limit load evaluation, considering yield stress to be 2.3 Sm
for that material (see art. 8.1 also).
The limit pressure (Po) according to limit analysis is an
idealized one. An elastic-perfectly plastic material with a
sharply defined yield point (= 2.3 Sm as per Appendix F of ASME
Sec III) is assumed for convenience in the analysis. In this
idealization, a point in such a material is either elastic with
stress below yield or it is plastic with stress at yield. At
pressure above the first yield pressure (i.e the pressure at
which some point in a component experinces the initiation of
plasticity) but less than the limit pressure, a region of
material may have stresses at yield, but this region is still
restrained by the remaining elastic portions of material in the
component. When the load is increased to the limit pressure (Po),
the plastic region has grown to an extent such that the elastic
region has either disappeared or has become insufficient to carry
the load. The pressure (or load) for which overall deformation of
the component occurs is called the limit pressure (or load) or
collapse pressure. According to limit analysis theory, it is
impossible to have loads greater than the limit load for a
perfectly plastic material, [25] through [27], Hence, at collapse
there are unbounded deformations in some portions of component or
in component as a whole.
If limit analysis for a component is done and its pressure
v/s deflection (P v/s w) curve is plotted then limit pressure can
be defined mathematically also. With reference to that P v/s w
curve, limit pressure for elastic-perfectly plastic material can
be defined as
dP/dw > 0 , for P < Po, and
dP/dw = 0 , for P = Po

. . . (6)
. . . (7)

where,
P = pressure acting at a component
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w = deflection in a component at typical
location
Po = limit pressure
Eq.(6) & eq.(7) imply that at limit pressure the deflections in a
component become unbounded i.e. the tangent to the P v/s w curve,
at or after limit pressure, will be horizontal (or parallel to w
axis).
So, if limit analysis is done then P v/s w curve can be
obtained. Then using eq.'s (6) & (7), one can determine the limit
pressure. The drawback in this procedure is that, in certain
cases large computational effort is required to arrive till the
state, in which tangent to P v/s w curve becomes parallel to w
axis (i.e deflections become unbounded). ASME code has adopted
another
criteria to obtain collapse pressure using
limit
analysis. It is called twice-elastic slope method and is stated
in Appendix II of ASME Sec III,'[1]. This method is illustrated in
fig. 86. According to it :
tan A = w/H = slope of the elastic portion
i in P v/s w curve (fig. 86)
when,, P < Py
Py = pressure at which first yielding
occurs or the P v/s w curve dep: arts from linearity.
define,
tan B = 2 tan A
Then, Pb is the collapse pressure. Where Pb is the pressure
corresponding to the deflection at which slope of tangent to P
v/s w curve, is tan B (see fig«86 also).
As mentioned before, that flow distribution plate was
modelled using equivalent solid plate concept (which is discussed
in art.9.1 for separator deckplate). That modelling procedure was
valid only for elastic analysis, [13] & [141. For plastic
analysis some modification in yield stress is also required,
apart from that in material properties like, young's modulus of
elasticity and poison's ratio (see art. 9.1). For equivalent
solid plate effective yield,stress is -used instead of yield
stress of material in uniaxj.al tension.. The main aim is to
introduce the same weakening effect so as to capture tho
initiation and progress of plastic region as accurately as
possible and there by avoiding actual modelling of holes. Tho
theory of effective plastic constants for perforated plate is
discussed in ref. [28] through [30].
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The effective yield stress is calculated as :
Seff = SyU?o

. . . (8)

Seff = effective yield stress
Sy = yield stress in uniaxial tension and to be taken as 2.3 Sm
as per Appendix F of ASME Sec
III
1^ = ligament efficiency
%o = general cut out factor taking
into account all the possible
biaxility ratio of stresses,
[28] through 130]. This factor
is a function of ligament efficiency.
Hence, for flow distribution plate, according to eq.(8), Seff 323.3 kg(f)/sq cm (for Sm value refer Table 1 and Table 2 ) .
Based on the above discussed modelling philosophy of
perforated plates for plastic analysis, the flow distribution
plate was analysed for MSLB event. Geometric nonlinearity was
also taken into consideration based on updated
Lagrangian
formulation, [31]. The pressure value was increased in steps of
0.01 Kg(f)/sqcm upto the collapse load. When the substantial part
of plate is in plastic state with stress equal to Seff (=323.3
Kg(f)/sqcm) then the collapse occurs i.e. deflections become
unbounded after this load. For calculating collapse pressure,
twice the elastic slope method was adopted.
9.4.1 Results of the analysis :
The pressure time histories and their corresponding DLF
curves for flow distribution plate are shown in fig. 79 through
fig.82, for both FWLB and MSLB transients.
The stress values at the important locations of flow
distribution plate and tie rods are given in Table 13, for both
FWLB and MSLB transients. These stresses are primary stresses and
have been multiplied by the corresponding peak DLF values. The
allowable stress of flow distribution plate (see art. 8.1) is
also given. The stress contours in flow distribution plate are
shown in fig. 84 & fig. 85 for FWLB transient. The stresses in
these figures are representative of nominal stress distribution
in equivalent solid plate model of flow distribution plate and
their magnitude was not multiplied by the peak DLF value. In case
of MSLB, limit analysis was done and collapse pressure was
evaluated. The collapse pressure value comes out to be 5.88
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Kg(f)/sq cm. Whereas, actual maximum pressure X DLF is 4.5
Kg(f)/sqcm,
during MSLB event. Therefore, ratio of actual
pressure to collapse pressure is 0.765. Which is less than 0.9
(as per ASME Appendix F, [1] the maximum value of this ratio can
be 0.9). The pressure v/s deflection curve is shown in fig.87.
The deflection is given for that node, at which it shows minimum
collapse pressure.
The deflected shape of whole assembly is shown in fig.83
for pressure transients during FWLB. The maximum transverse and
inplane deflection value is given in Table 15. In case of MSLB
event the deflection value is given corresponding to collapsrj
pressure.
It is seen that during FWLB the stresses are well within
the allowable limits. For MSLB case actual maximum pressure is
76.5% of the collapse pressure based on limit analysis hence, it
is safe. The deformation of flow distribution plate is not likely
to interfere with those of other components, specially primary Utubes.
9.5 Primary O-Tubes :
There
are about 2489 primary U-tubes in the
steam
generator. These tubes are rolled and welded to SG tube sheet.
Each primary U-tube spans along the height of shroud vessel, take
a U-turn near the separator deck plate and then turn downwards
towards SG tube sheet. At this end also it is rolled and welded
to the tube sheet. The U-tubes are supported, at the regular
intervals, by grid spacers at about 13 locations along the height
of shroud vessel. These spacer grids prevent the excessive
deformations of U-tubes during vibrations and maintain the
minimum gap between the different tubes. This support is such
that it limits the movement in transverse direction but allows
the movement in axial direction of the U-tube. At the U-bend
region the appropriate support arrangement is made to minimise
the stresses due to flow induced vibrations. Based on the U-bend
supporting arrangement, three typical U-tubes were identified for
analysis. These tubes are of varying free span (i.e. free
distance between the consecutive supports). These are V-14, V-50
and V-72. For further structural details of U-tubes support
arrangement and nomenclature scheme of U-tubes, refer drawing
no.'s 0-93-150-1420,0-93-150-1498 and 0-93-150-1521, [19] through
1211, respectively.
The U-tubes were modelled using pipe elements and were
fixed at the SG tube sheet location. At spacer grid locations
only transverse degrees of freedom were restrained. Whereas, at
the U-bend supports the boundary conditions were corresponding to
the support arrangement at that particular location. The pipe
element model of V-14, V-50 and V-72 U-tubes is shown in fig.88
through fig.90, respectively.
An

important point to be noted is that failure of
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U-tubes

can directly lead to the release of radioactivity to the
environment. While discussing the modelling, analysis and results
of other SG assemblies (see art. 9.1 through 9.4) it was stated
that these components are not likely to interfere with U-tubes
due to deformations resulting from FWLB or MSLB transients.
Hence, chances that U-tubes will experience any additional load
due to failure or excessive deformations of these components, are
extremely remote. Therefore, the only load seen by U-tubes will
be drag forces during FWLB or MSLB transients.
The analysis was done for the maximum drag force produced
during the transient on the U-tubes, see Table 4 of art. 6.0. Two
cases were studied viz., FWLB and MSLB transients. Buckling
analysis is not required since, compressive forces are not
generated during these events. To calculate the stresses in Utubes, finite element stresses were multiplied by appropriate
stress indices given in Table NB-3682.2-1 of ASME Sec III NB,
111. This is so because pipe elements were used to model the 13tubes and in pipe element model average stress increase due to
geometrical changes which cannot be determined.
9.5.1 Results of the analysis :
The drag force time histories and their corresponding DLF
curves for primary U-tubes are shown in fig.91 through fig.94,
for both FWLB and MSLB transients.
The maximum stress values in V-14, V-50 and V-72 U-tubes
are given in Table 14, for both FWLB and MSLB transients. These
are
primary
stresses and have been
multiplied
by
the
corresponding peak DLF values. The allowable stress of U-tube
(see art. 8.1) is also given there.
Maximum axial deflection is given in Table 15. As expected
the maximum deflection occurs near the apex in U-bend region.
It is seen that primary
allowable limits of ASME Sec III
The deformation of U-tube itself
other components, specially flow

stresses are well within the
Appendices (see art. 8.1 also).
will not interfere with those of
distribution plate.

10.0 CONCLUSIONS :
Analysis of the prominent SG internal assemblies has been
done for the postulated FWLB and MSLB accidents. FWLB and MSLB
were assumed not to occur simultaneously. The main aim of the
analysis was to establish that there will be no leakage of
radioactivity to the environment and also to check the structural
integrity of these assemblies during the postulated accidents.
The assemblies analysed were shroud vessel-separator deck platesteam separator assembly, feed water ring header assembly, steam
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drier assembly,
tubes.

flow distribution plate assembly and primary U-

Dynamic structural analysis of internal assemblies was done
using the simplified DLF approach. Components were • analysed for
maximum pressure or drag force occurring in its pressure/drag
force-time history. These static stresses were multiplied by the
peak DLF value (which was computed for each time history)
corresponding to this pressure/drag force-time history. This
method yields upper bound estimate of dynamic deflection and
stresses in the component.
Since, FWLB and MSLB events have been classified as Level D
events hence, structural assurance was done based on ASME Sec III
Appendices (Appendix F) which is for loads classified as Level D
service loads. As per its requirements, primary stresses are to
be limited, buckling is to be prevented and potential of unstable
crack growth shall be avoided.
The analysis revealed that all of the components are safe,
both
during FWLB and MSLB transients.
In case of
flow
distribution plate, stresses based on elastic stress analysis
considerably exceed the allowable limits,
during the MSLB
transient. Hence, limit analysis for this case was done, to
demonstrate structural integrity of flow distribution plate.
Based on this it is also recommended that if possible, suitable
structural changes should be made in flow distribution plate in
order to reduce the stresses, specially during MSLB transients.
The changes can be in the form of increasing the number of tir?
rods or incresing the thickness of the plate and of course
modifications should ' not be at the cost of flow distribution
pattern or other system parameters.
The possibility of interference of one component with
another due to excessive deformation, is completely ruled out. It
was also concluded that the components in which net corapressive
stresses are generated, are not likely to buckle under FWLB or
MSLB transients.
If FWLB/MSLB accidents are assumed to act along with any
other event/events, classified as Level D service loads then
stresses due to all these events must be combined appropriately.
Structural qualification should be done corresponding to theso
combined stresses.
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TABLE 8 :

PRIMARY STRESSES IN SHROUD VESSEL DURING FWLB & MSLB
(stress values in Kg(f)/sq cm)
Allowable stress intensity = 4002.6 Kg(f)/sq cm

FWLB

MSLB

(a) near the
base

1668.7

1382.8

(b) away from
the base

1279.1

1082.9

(a) near the junction
with cylindrical
portion

2585.2

1623.2

(b) away from this
junction

2359.4

2286.2

881.8

641.9

ITEM
(i)

Cylindrical
Portion

(ii) Conical
Portion

(iii) Throttle Plate
(iv)

Bottom Ring

2059.4

1707.0

<v)

Bottom Stiffner
Flats

1394.1

1155.3

*

:

These stresses are primary membrane *• primary bending
have been multiplied by peak DLF
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and

TABLE 9 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN SEPARATOR DECK PLATE DURING FWLB &
MSLB
{stress values in Kg(f)/sq cm)
Allowable stress intensity = 4002.6 Kg(f)/sq cm

ITEM

FWLB

MSLB

(a) at the junction

370.8

977.2

(b) at the centre

175.3

2047.1

86.9

712.4

173.9

2436.6

(i)

Separator Plate

(ii)

Near the Man Way

(iii) Stiffner Plates on
Under Side of Sepa r a t o r Plate

*

:

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending and
have been multiplied by stress multiplier (as explained in
eq.(5>) and peak DLF

*
TABLE 10 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN SEPARATORS ASSEMBLY DURING FWLB &
MSLB
(stress values in Kg<f)/sq cm)
Allowable stress intensity =

ITEM

(i)

*

Separators

:

3585.8 Kg(f)/sq cm

FWLB

MSLB

362.6

509.1

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending
have been multiplied by peak DLF
46

and

TABLE

11 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN FEED WATER RING READER
DURING FWLB & MSLB
(stress values in Kg(f)/sq cm)

ASSEMBLY

Allowable stress intensity = 4002.6 Kg(f)/sq cm

ITEM

(i)

FWLB

MSLB

(a) remote from the
junction with
connecting cone

829.9

83.1

(b) at the junction
with connecting
cone

2358.8

255.5

1511.8

161.9

884.0

94.6

(c) 180 degree return
bend

2169.8

232.3

(d) 90 degree bend

1041.3

115.5

115.2

15.8

Ring Header

(ii)

Feeder
(a) connecting cone
(b) vertical portion
of feeder pipe

(iii) Auxiliary Feed Water
Nozzle
*

:

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending
have been multiplied by peak DLF
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and

TABLE 12 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN STEAM DRIER .^.-ISEMBLif DURING FWLB &
MSLB
(stress values in Kg(£)/sq cm)
Allowable stress intensity = 4002.6 Kg(f)/sq era

ITEM

FWLB

MSLB

(a) at the edges

291.2

168.5

(b) near the tnanway

546.0

341.8

(a) at the edges

216.3

502.0

(b) near the manway

381.9

888.6

(iii) Cylindrical Shell
(gusset plate junction)

207.6

155.5

(iv)

Drain Tubes

393.1

230.6

(V)

Drier Frame

400.4

222.6

(vi)

Stiffner Plates on
the under side of
Bottom Plate

582.4

333.9

110.7

87.9

(i)

Bottom Plate

(ii)

Perforated Steam
Plate

(vii) Gusset Plates

*

:

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending
have been multiplied by peak DLF
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and

*

TABLE

13 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN FLOW DISTRIBUTION PLATE ASSEMBLY
DURING FWLB & MSLB
(stress values in Kg(f)/sq cm)
Allowable stress intensity =

ITEM

FWLB

(i)

Near the Straight
Edge

816.1

(ii)

Near the Rim

715.2

(iii) In the Perforated
Zone

712.1

(iv)

485.9

Tie Rod

3585.8 Kg(f)/sqcm
$
MSLB

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending and
have been multiplied by stress multiplier (as explained in
eq.(5)) and peak DLF
In case of MSLB collapse pressure evaluation was done based
on limit analysis. Hence, stress values have not been given
here. The collapse pressure was evaluated to be 5.88
Kg(£)/sqctn as against acting peak pressure of 4.5 Kg/sqcm.
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*

TABLE

14 : PRIMARY STRESSES IN PRIMARY U-TUBE ASSEMBLY
FWLB & MSLB
(stress values in Kg(f)/sq cm)

DURING

Allowable stress intensity = 5298.3 Kg(f)/sqcm

ITEM

FWLB

MSLB

(i)

V-72

9.3

134.0

(ii)

V-50

7.5

95.7

(iii) V-14

1.9

34.8

*

:

These stresses are primary membrane + primary bending
have been multiplied by peak DLF
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and

TABLE

15

: DEFLECTION OF STEAM GENERATOR
DURING FWLB/MSLB

ITEM

FLOW DISTRIBUTION PLATE

DIRECTION

INTERNAL

COMPONENTS

DEFLECTION (in cms)
FWLB
MSLB

(maximum deflection)
INPLANE
TRANSVERSE

0.0110
0.2000

0.2300
2.0500

PRIMARY U-TUBES (near the Flow Distribution Plate)
V-14

AXIAL

1.900E-07

3.000E-06

V-50

AXIAL

2.235E-07

3.530E-06

V-72

AXIAL

2.292E-07

3.620E-06

3.965E-04
5.876E-03

2.165E-02
0.834

SEPARATOR DECK PLATE (maximum deflection)
INPLANE
TRANSVERSE

STEAM DRIER ASSEMBLY (maximum deflection)
BOTTOM PLATE

INPLANE
TRANSVERSE

1.115E-03
2.822E-02

3.039E-03
7.463E-02

PERFORATED STEAM PLATE

INPLANE
TRANSVERSE

8.664E-04
1.142E-02

4.384E-03
5.531E-02

DRAIN TUBES

INPLANE
TRANSVERSE

2.576E-03
8.969E-04

7.420E-03
5.771E-04

$ : these deflection values have been multiplied by corresponding
peak DLF values.
* : deflection values for flow distribution plate during MSLB
event are corresponding to the collapse pressure.
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TABLE 16: BUCKLING PRESSURE/LOAD ON COMPONENTS OF STEAM GENERATOR
SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSIVE STRESSES
ITEM

FWLB
ACTING
PR./LOAD

Shroud Vessel
(cylindrical
portion)

MSLB
BUCKLING
PR./LOAD

2.18

9.43

Feed Water
6.84
Ring Header
(at the junction
of ring header
& connecting
cone)

180.00

$
Steam Drier
Assembly
(steam perfor-ated plate)

ACTING
PR./LOAD

BUCKLING
PR./LOAD

0.49

83.26

acting pressure/load is the maximum pressure/load in the time
history leading to net compressive stress
in this case buckling takes place in steam plate but
the
external pressure acts on top cylindrical attachment. Hence,
acting pressure and buckling pressure indicated here is that
of top cylindrical attachment.
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FIG. 5 3 : DEFORMED SHAPE OF FEED WATER RING HEADER ASSEMBLY UNDER THE ACTION OF MAXIMUM
PRESSURE OCCURING DURING FWLB (PRESSURE TRANSIENTS)
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NOTE
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FIG. 5? : STRESS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION AT THE JUNCTION OF RING HEADER & TRANSITION CONNECTING
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FIG. 5 9 : FINITE ELEMENT MESH OF STEAM DRIER ASSEMBLY
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FIG.8&THE TWICE-ELASTIC-SLOPE DEFINITION

Collapse pressure = S.88 Kg (f)/sqcm

Deflection at collapse pressure = 2.0S cm
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Fig. 87:

PRESSURE (P) v / s DEFLECTION (w) CURVE FROM FLOW DISTRIBUTION PLATE. THE COLLAPSE LOAD IS
CALCULATED BASED ON TWICE-ELASTIC SLOPE METHOD (ILLUSTRATED IN Fig. 86). THE DEFLECTION IS
CORRESPONDING TO NODE WHICH GIVES MINIMUM COLLAPSE LOAD
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